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Subtitles: 

 

outside day 

The huge ship appears on the horizon, the backdrop an azure blue, cloudless sky. In the foreground the glittering 

water. The waves suffused with sunlight akin to molten gold. The sound of the motor becomes louder, the engine 

emitting a dangerous, disturbing clamour. 

 

inside 

There is a struggle on board. On the bridge the captain is slumped over his control panels, on the back of his 

immaculate white uniform jacket a widening crimson stain is seen. A baldheaded character takes a swing at John, 

who ducks, and with a sharp kick in the man’s stomach drops the bald guy, his hands clutching his guts, to the 

ground. 

John pushes the captain to one side and takes the wheel. 

 

outside day 

The ship rolls on the swell awkwardly, then slowly settles back on course. 

 

inside 

The baldheaded guy nears John from behind, his slightly opened mouth pulled back in an ghastly grimace, he 

approaches with raised arms with the intent of grabbing John, who turns swiftly lowering his head, butts with 

great force his assailant in the middle of his face. The bald man grunts holding his bleeding nose. John, half 

raising himself, still with one hand on the helm, raises one elbow and hits the shavenheaded man in the solar 

plexus again. The baldheaded one collapses immediately.  

John, with grim determination, keeps the vessel on an even keel. Below them the water glimmers. 

The guy, lying on the ground of the bridge, sees the gun under the helmsman’s seat. His eyes blaze, the pistol 

glitters. John steers the ship with his back to his adversary, who slowly slides forward, his bloody hand reaching for 

the gun.  

John, with his eyes focused intently on the stretch of water ahead, grim determination still written on his face.  

Focus on the bald guy, his hand still moving towards the gun. 

John, oblivious of signs of threat, glances at his petrol gauge and instrument board. The stretched fingers of the 

bald assailant are within reaching distance of the gun, he just needs to grasp the weapon. At the precise second 

these fingers make contact with the steel Johns foot descends with grinding force onto the outstretched hand. 

The assailant, his face contorted with pain, screams. John throws the weapon a side, it lands next to the cabin 

hatch. The bald man staggers with last strength forwards able to touch the gun. The ship makes an abrupt 

shudder, the shaven-head loses his balance and crashes into the hatch, with his free hand he tries to support 

himself. Foolishly he grasps the door handle, the cabin door flies open, the assailant and the gun disappear into 

thin air.  

 

In slow motion one watches from a height, with the sound of his wail of despair in ones ears, as he meets his 

watery end. A loud splash is to be heard, a small fountain is to be seen. 

 


